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Abstract— A hot spot mixer model for phonon cooled hot electron bolometers is set
up to accurately determine the dependence of the bolometer resistance on bias and
absorbed LO power. An one-dimensional power balance for the nonequilibrium
electrons containing an electron heat conduction term along the film and a loss term
due to phonon escape to the substrate is solved. In the device's operating region of
interest the absorbed heating power is usually large enough to heat a part of the
bolometer bridge above the critical temperature forming a normal conducting hot
spot. In this model heating due to the LO is assumed to be uniform whereas bias
heating takes place in the hot spot region only. Solving the nonlinear power balance
for the hot spot length allows to predict current-voltage characteristics, required
heating powers and regions of optimal operation. Applying a small signal model in a
given operating point yields an estimate for the intrinsic conversion gain.

I. LARGE SIGNAL MODEL

Existing device models for hot electron bolometers [1,2] treat the bolometer as a lumped
element. It is assigned an effective temperature for the phonons and another for the
electrons at a given bath temperature. In terms of heating bias power and RF power are
equivalent and exchangeable. From this a method [3,4] to calculate the absorbed RF power
is derived. This method is referred to as "isotherm" method: Operating points with identical
device resistance must have identical temperatures since R(To„,,(,,, ) is a single valued

monotonous function. Identical temperature implies identical power losses and identical
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total absorbed heating power. So the bias power difference of two such points equals their
absorbed RF power difference since their heating efficiency is the same.
Applying the isotherm method to an IV-curve with constant incident LO power the
calculated absorbed LO power turns out to drop with decreasing bias voltage in a wide
range of the bolometer's resistive transition region. For large bias voltages a constant
absorbed RF power is observed. Since the applied RF frequency (1.1 THz, 2.5 THz) is
larger than the quasiparticle bandgap (about 700GHz at bath temperature) one would
expect the RF resistance to be equal to the normal resistance and consequently the antenna
matching and RF coupling to the bolometer not to depend on bias voltage at all.
Considering optimal operating points the isothermally calculated RF power is about a
factor 1.5 to 3 smaller than the absorbed LO power observed for large bias voltages.
Calorimetric data [5] evaluated in vicinity of the optimal operating point show an absorbed
LO power close to the value obtained for larger voltage by the isothermal method. This
discrepancy is explained by taking spatial effects of the heating into account. For
frequencies far above the bandgap LO power is absorbed uniformly on the bolometer
bridge. Applying typical LO power levels (about 50nW to 250nW ) and bias heating
powers (about 150nW for short devices) electrons will be heated above the critical
temperature in a portion of the bridge. This creates a normal conducting hot spot. Then
bias power absorption will be constrained to the normal conducting part of the bridge only.
The heating efficiency due to bias is therefore different from the LO heating efficiency.
Now it becomes obvious why the discrepancies between the "isotherm" method and
experiment occur exactly in the operating regions where the hot spot is small leading to
very different heating efficiencies for LO and bias and where the assumption of
exchangeable heating powers is consequently not valid. The "isotherm" method and the
lumped element approach works well for large bias voltages: There the hot spot covers
almost the whole bolometer resulting in very similar absorption regions and therefore
similar heating efficiencies for bias and LO power. The "isotherm" method works also for
frequencies below the bandgap. There pair breaking for a given LO frequency is restricted
to a small fringe around a hot spot. Absorption areas are similar again and consequently the
heating efficiencies comparable. In all other cases the isotherm method underestimates the
absorbed LO power since bias heating turns out to be more efficient than LO heating. It is
therefore indispensable to include spatial effects into a model for the bolometer heating in
order to describe the device behavior properly. This is done in the following one-
dimensional mixer model.

A. Nonequilibrium heat balance

Here a hot spot mixer model is presented for phonon-cooled hot electron bolometers which
is based on the solution of a one-dimensional, nonlinear coupled heat balance for electrons
and phonons. Heat balances for hot spot models with analytical closed form solutions and
numerical results have been published elsewhere. These balances were either in time
domain for a point bolometer [4,6,7], in time domain with one spatial dimensions with a
linearized loss term [12], or fully nonlinear one-dimensionally in time domain where no
closed form solution is available [13] ).
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Here a closed form approximated solution of the nonlinear equation system is given where
the loss term has not been linearized. The complete steady state partial differential equation
system for the electrons (1) and phonons (2) takes the followin g, form:
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denote the efficiencies of electron-phonon cooling and of phonon escape as a function of
the thermal capacitances and appropriate relaxation times [6]. Numerical values for these
parameters in NbN on Si are summarized in Table 1. P(x) is the electron heating power
density profile. The thermal conductivity is obtained by applying Wiedemann-Franz law
[1O] to measured data for the normal film resistance. For the given NbN bridge geometry
(c.f. Table 1) the one-dimensional thermal conductivity becomes:

e • T nW nm 
27 T

K 21°1-en-
N

Since almost all phonons leave the film and escape to the substrate the heat conduction
term due to phonons in film direction in the phonon heat balance (2) is neglected reducing
it to an algebraic equation. Solving the latter in terms of a power series allows to eliminate
the phonon temperature in the electron heat balance (1) leaving a single power balance for
the electrons. Inserting the electron heating term assuming uniform absorption of RF power
(all along the bridge of length 2L) and restricted dc bias absorption within a hot spot
(covering the interval —H to +H) results in the following ordinary nonlinear differential
equation remaining to be solved.

(1)

(2)

Here X denotes a coordinate parallel to the bolometer bridge, T, TJ,fl(),,,,. Tbar„ the electron,

phonon and bath temperature. A, ,( 2L ph ) stands for the electron (phonon) thermal

conductivity in direction of the bolometer bridge.
C 

electron(T) 
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PRF and P are the RF and bias powers dissipated in the film. 11 H (x) is a function being
unity inside the interval —H to +H and zero elsewhere. The effective electron cooling,
efficiency c e.# is given by the "pure" electron-phonon cooling term reduced by a "phonon-

escape-bottleneck" term obtained by series expansion of the phonon heat balance:

electron(T)• 
t • w

The effective bath temperature is slightly larger than the physical bath temperature and
4.0

found to be Tb„rh.ev = T .

No closed form solution is available for (3). Therefore attempts have been made to linearize
the loss terms [12] which is a valid approach for mixers where the substrate temperatures is
close to the critical temperature. This is definitely not the case for NbN bolometers
operated at 4.2K with a critical temperature of about 9.9K. In the following a method is
presented where the loss terms and heating terms are treated fully nonlinear.

B. Solution procedure

In a first step the dependent variable in (3) is transformed according to 7" 3.6 ---> q . The loss

term is now obviously linear in q. A series expansion of the dependent variable q around an
average temperature aA average yields an approximation for the thermal conduction term

where an effective thermal conductivity ,a is defined as follows:
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Applying this the key equation is reduced to a linear differential equation in T (x)'6

Obviously the curvature of the 3.6
h

 root of the temperature profile is much smaller

compared to the curvature of a 7 1 (4 -term improving the solution accuracy considerably.

In a second step the remaining differential equation must be solved:
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with the boundary conditions:

(L)3 = T(- Li) 6 =

After a quite lengthy calculation an electron temperature profile is obtained containing an
initial guess of the hot spot length H as a parameter. Results for the electron temperature
profile (for a NbN phonon-cooled bolometer with the parameters listed in Table 1) are
shown below:

Fig. 1 Electron temperature profile of the reference bolometer (c.f. Table 1) for different LO powers under
constant 100nW dc bias heating. The applied LO powers are 50nW (solid line), 100nW (dotted line),
200nW (dashed line), and 300nW (long dashed line) respectively. The horizontal line at 9.9K indicates the
critical temperature of the bolometer.

Taking into account a relation for the absorbed bias power Ph  = I 0 • 17
0 and a geometric

relation for the device resistance = -1-1- the large signal model is self consistent. In
R(11) L

order to obtain a self-consistent hot spot length the initial hot spot length guess must be
chosen to give rise to a temperature profile for which the resulting hot spot length is
identical to its initial guess. The hot spot length is thus obtained by a simple fixpoint
calculation. The hot spot length as a function of heating powers is shown in Fig 2.
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200

Fig. 2 Relative Hot spot length (normalized by the bolometer bridge length) of a typical (200nm long/liim
wide/35Ik thick) NbN bolometer as a function of heating powers.

Based on the hot spot length as a function of heating powers pumped and unpumped IV
curves are easily calculated. A Comparison between measured and calculated IV curves is
shown in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3 Measured (gray curves in several shadings) and self-consistently calculated IV curves. The measured
curves range from unpumped (top curve, black) to heavily pumping conditions (light gray) where a crude
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estimation of the LO power yields 200nW. The calculated curves are obtained for 350nW (bottom
curve),310nW, 270nW, 230nW and 190nW (top curve reaching down to zero bias voltage) LO power.
There are two more IV curves starting at higher bias voltages for 150nW and 110nW. These curves end
where no hot spot is supported by the heating powers. The top measured curve is an unpumped curve

Knowing the hot spot length as a function of heating powers, it can be linearized in vicinity
of an operating point resulting in the following total differential for the device resistance:

R(7. . ) (9H 
R=R Pb0 LO - thaS P Lo P

aPL.G. aPhius

Here PL0,P/„.„,. denote the time averaged heating powers whereP LO
are small power

amplitudes oscillating at the IF frequency. The resistance changes due to LO and bias
power i.e. the heating efficiencies or "slope factors" [9] depend largely on the operating
point. Calculated data for the LO heating efficiency for all points on the IV curves from
Fig. 3 are summarized in Fig.4.

(7)

0 0.5 1 1.5 2.5 3
(nV)

Fig. 4 Calculated LO/RF heating efficiency along the self-consistently calculated IV curves from Fig.3. The
curves are obtained for 350nW (bottom curve),310nW, 270nW, 230nW and 190nW (top curve reaching
down to zero bias voltage) LO power. There are two more IV curves starting at higher bias voltages for
150nW and 110nW.

As pointed out before, this one dimensional large signal model provides different heating
efficiencies for LO and bias heating. The ratio between dc bias and LO heating is shown
below. Obviously dc bias heating is always more efficient than LO heating.
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Fig. 5 Calculated ratio of LO and bias heating efficiency along the self-consistently calculated IV curves
from Fig.3. The curves are obtained for 370nW (bottom curve),310nW, 270nW, 230nW and 190nW,
150nW, 110nW, 80nW, 60nW and 40nW. In a lumped element approach [9] this ratio is assumed to be
unity

In this framework (7) Rho stands for a "pre-heated" de device resistance which depends on

the time averaged heating powers in the operating point as shown in the following figure.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
v(mV)

Fig. 6 Measured (gray curves in several shadings) and self-consistently calculated resistance curves as a
function of the device voltage following the self-consistent IV curves from Fig. 3. The LO power range is
identical to Fig. 3. Obviously increasing LO power corresponds to increased device resistances for the same
bias power.
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With the knowledge of the above parameters (device resistance and hearing efficiencies) a
small signal approximation can be made in an operating point where a hot spot exists:

II. SMALL SIGNAL MODEL

Following [91 the bolometer circuit shown in Fig.b is modeled by three parallel impedances
(the bolometer, a bias voltage source in series with a bias resistor and a dc block capacitor
in series with a load resistance). RF and LO are fed into the circuit by quasioptical
waveguides at one bolometer terminal. This superposition of a LO and a RF signal is
absorbed by the bolometer. Since the bolometer cannot follow power variations at LO and
RF frequencies it is heated by the time averaged power and by a power signal oscillating at
the difference frequency of the LO and RF.

Cb:ock

Fig. 6 Mixer circuit. The (pre-heated) bolometer is in series with a bias circuit and the load. The
quasioptical feeding is symbolized by a waveguide connection at the upper bolometer terminal.

The heating at IF gives rise to a modulation of the bolometer resistance. Assume the LO
signal to be much larger than the RF signal. Then the time average heating (and with it the
operating point) are not influenced by the generated small IF signal. For such a "pre-
heated" operating point the differential dissipated power in the load resistance due to such
a small IF signal can be calculated. In contrast to other small signal models [1,2,3,9] two
generally different slope parameters for bias and RF heating are extracted from measured
IV curves around the desired operating point (c.f. (7), Fig.4 through 6).

Assuming a the bias voltage source to be constant in time and assuming time harmonic
variations at the intermediate frequency (IF) for all other currents and voltages, Kirchhoff's
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rules specify a complete equation set for all electric parameters. Inserting time varying
currents and voltages in the resistance relation (7) products between the small signal
voltage and current amplitudes at IF will occur causing new dc terms leading to a shift of
the operating point referred to as "thermal runaway" of the bolometer. Here we strictly
assume these terms to be negligible which is the case for most mixer applications. When
evaluating the power dissipation in the bolometer and load resistance the IF variation of the
resistance (i.e. the parametric oscillation) must be taken into account when expanding it
into a Fourier series. Last but not least the voltage across the dc blocking capacitor is
simply assumed to be such that no dc power is dissipated in the load. Now the bolometer
resistance as a function of time (7) becomes

R(t) = R„ + IC; • 1) dc p cos(o) 1,- t)

(10)

Without electrothermal feedback C dc 0 the resistance change is solely given by the IF

induced resistance oscillation. Now the small signal conversion gain G given by the ratio of
the power in the load resistance and RF power is determined:

. C,2f • PLO • R bias • R L • V b2iasG =
2

R,„)2 • (R„ • R, + R,„,,, • (R„ + R,))2 •
Rbw , • (R„ — R,)+ R,„ • R,

1 + Cd, Vb.":

R„
)2

 • (R„ • + R,„a, • (R„ + R,))

(11)

The intrinsic conversion gain obtained at 1THz (for the device from Figures 1 to 3) in the
optimal operating point (Vb,„, 0.9mV , I bi„, 24.5pA , Rh 1 –÷ 00 ) is Gop, = –9.7dB

where the following parameter values have been used: Rb = 17 CI , z 1.3, C dc. = 1.1  
S-1 

nW

= 0.7—_-- Assumin = C = 1.1 one obtains G = –7 .4dB . The lowestn
nW

opt
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noise temperature of this device was measured in a broad region around V 0.8m1r .

The intrinsic conversion gain along the IV curves from Fig. 3 for different absorbed LO
power becomes:

0 05 1 1.5 2 25 3
v(mV)

Fig. 7 Intrinsic conversion gain for various LO power. Starting from the lowest line the LO power is
350nW, 310nW, 270nW, 230nW. The curve reaching the absolute maximum was obtained for 190nW.

III. THERMAL FLUCTUATION NOISE

According to an expression for the thermal fluctuation noise [1,2] of a bolometer using a
lumped approach this noise contribution is proportional to the change of the resistance with
temperature squared.

kT F
dR 2 4kT:•

=
0 

D
L •

In the framework of this one-dimensional mixer model it becomes proportional to the
inverse square of the slope of the electron temperature profile at the critical temperature.
Inserting this result one is left with the following expression for the fluctuation noise
temperature:

L 4 -(RL + , dT CeV
e1 (12)
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Results following the self-consistent IV curves are summarized in the following picture for
various L 0 powers. The fluctuation noise depends on the inverse slope of the electron
temperature profile which is very large for a small hot spot. Since (12) contains the same
thermal feedback factor as the conversion gain. Therefore the fluctuation noise contribution
is maximum where the gain is maximum.

Fig. 8 Thermal fluctuation noise contribution following the self-consistent IV curves from Fig.3. The
absorbed LO power starting from the lowest line the LO power is 350nW, 310nW, 270nW, 230nW. The
curve reaching the absolute maximum was obtained for 190nW.
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0.5 1.5 2 25 3
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Fig. 9 DSB Output noise temperature following the self-consistent IV curves from Fi2.3. The absorbed LO
power starting from the top line (dash-dotted at 0.5V) the LO power is 350nW. 310nW, 270nW. 230nW.

The curve reaching the absolute minimum was obtained for 190nW at 0.8mV.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work a one-dimensional model for a hot spot mixer is presented. It allows to
calculate the electron temperature profile and the hot spot length as a function of heating
powers in a self consistent way. Knowing the hot spot length as a function of heating
powers, the IV curves of the HEB can be predicted. Based on this small signal parameters
are calculated as the mixer conversion gain and the fluctuation noise contribution. Now
knowing the absorbed RF power the antenna matching of a bolometric mixer can be
optimized in terms of device sensitivity and noise temperature.

V. DEVICE PARAMETER TABLE

In the following table the parameters for the bolometer, which has been the base of all
calculations in this paper, are summarized. These parameters are, unless not otherwise
indicated, data measured for a NbN HEB mixer tested at 2.5THz.
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Parameter Name Value

e-4 ph

t. ph.escape

C electron

C phonon

T,

Bolometer length
Bolometer thickness
Bolometer width
Device resistance at 20K

Bath temperature

Electron-phonon-interaction time
(fitted to data from [8])
Phonon substrate escape time [8]

Electron thermal capacity [8]

Phonon thermal capacity [8]

Critical temperature

200nm
35A
lym
352Q

4.5K

440ps K L6 • T-16

45ps

1.6x10
4
 T  Ws

cm • K-

•
9.8x106T3

Ws
„

cm- • K-

9.9K

Llorenz QW 
2.45 x10..

K2

Lorenz number [10]
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